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The film was produced by Sathish Kumar and
Rohan Srinivasan under their respective

banners, Lion's Cellar and 3D Land, and was
originally titled as Naan Bhagavan. The
original film project was commenced in

2007, with Yuvan Shankar Raja directing
Naan Bhagavan with Vijay playing the lead
antagonist. However, Raja left the project in
March 2007, and the project was cancelled
until 2012. Y. Vijay was approached to play
the male lead and had initially agreed to do
the film, although he was later replaced by
Sylvester, a light-skinned man. He was in a
major controversy over the lead role, which
was shown being played by a dark skinned
actor with Hollywood movies, after a new
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clause was added in the contract to ensure
that the main lead is played by an Indian

actor, as a result of which Vijay pulled out of
the project. In June 2009, it was announced
that the project had been closed, with a new

title and cast announced. Pa. Ranjith was
approached to play the lead role, and was
later replaced by Vijay. Shriya Saran and

Gopika were selected to play the female lead
roles, while Preethi Ganesh and Shruti

Haasan were cast in the supporting roles.
The film is also being directed by Pa. Ranjith,
while music is composed by Harris Jayaraj.

As a result of change in schedule, the
release of the film was postponed from 15
June to 11 July 2012, with a run time of 157

minutes. The Indian censor board has
refused to give the film a U/A certificate for
religious reasons. Nilan Diya Kaalam (The

river of strong winds) (1973) is a 1973 Indian
Tamil language film directed by Murari (also
spelled Murari S), starring Gemini Ganesan.
The film was released in 1973. Other actors

include Poornam Viswanathan and K. R.
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Vijaya.. Nilan Diya Kaalam is a Bengali song
from the movie "Jodi tak Chahinno" popularly

known as " Shobdo Prem Kahini" is a 1973
Hindi film that stars Dharmendra, Hema
Malini, and Asha Parekh. This one is also
worth watching. Papanna (English: Pipe)

(2014) was a 2014 Indian Tamil-language
thriller film directed by P. V. Pothen starring

Vijay,
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short movie, you need a Microsoft. It has all
the hits of Bollywood. It's 648931e174
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